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Description:

This star chart was specifically designed and priced for children ages 5 to 15. It can be used for any night of the year and anywhere in the United
States (latitudes 30 to 50 degrees North). It is made of sturdy card-type paper that resists moisture and printed in color. Note: Although this star
chart was designed for kids, an adult will most likely have to assist younger children in identifying the constellations and stars.This star chart
consists of an outer, dark-blue sleeve that contains a star wheel. The star wheel cannot fall out of the sleeve. The heart of this star chart is the star
wheel and it is rotated to your observing day and time. The stars that appear in the oval are the stars that will be in the night sky. The days of the
month are indicated along the circumference of the star wheel and the observing times of 7 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. are indicated on the front sleeve.The
star wheel indicates 70 Constellations, the Names of 55 Stars, the Milky Way Band, the Ecliptic (which is the path of the Sun, Moon and Planets),
12 easy binocular objects and favorite star patterns including the Great Square of Pegasus, the Sickle of Leo, the Northern Cross of Cygnus and
others. This star wheel is not cutesy or dumbed down for kids. It is an accurate plotting and representation of the constellations and stars.The front
of the sleeve has easy-to-follow instructions. The back of the sleeve has additional instructions for those first starting to find the stars, a table of the
yearly meteor showers, the phases of the Moon, a short history of space and a description of the 12 binoculars objects that are indicated on the
star wheel.Although the primary audience for this star chart is kids in the U.S., this chart can also be used to find the constellations in England,
Europe, Northern China and Japan.PLANET NOTE. Most star charts, like this one, do not indicate, on the star wheel, the position of the Planets
or Moon because these objects move through the constellations of the zodiac, along a path in the sky called the Ecliptic (indicated on the star
wheel). The Moon moves at a rate of one Moon diameter per hour against the background stars. The visible Planets move much slower but
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movement can normally be seen over several days. Website support is provided to identify the planets that are visible in the sky.There are two
adult versions of this star chart. Both are made of plastic and can be dialed-in to observe the constellations for any hour of the day and any day of
the year. The 11-inch diameter star chart (ISBN ISBN 1-928771-03-3) is similar in size to the kids star chart. The larger, 16-inch diameter star
chart, which is about the size of a large pizza, is easier to read and thus ideal for families, teachers and seniors (ISBN 1-928771-01-7). The larger
size also has more astronomy information on the back.

This is awesome. Very large and easy to read and just one of the most interesting educational things to have. My husband sits outside at night in
our back yard with our dogs. While theyre running around in the yard (fenced in), hes using this and his little flash light. Now hes naming all the star
formations... and hes loving it. Definitely a fun item to have around with kids and especially teenagers... they are all drawn to this wheel map. I love
looking myself. Great size, sturdy and well made!
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The Stars to Guide So, from my POV, Siege was nothing more than. For some reason, that doesn't suggest to Art that perhaps Linda is
fundamentally untrustworthy and not looking out for his best interests. The threat of war brings Guids all the bad guys. Take your sound from the
garage to the studio. Elizabeth was raised by the guides that lived in the Enchanted Forest. Even with differing expectations this book unfortunately
still did not stir much for me. 584.10.47474799 Beauregard to the well regarded Albert Sidney Johnston to frauds like Generals Floyd and Pillow.
But he won't be able to do it alone. Sunday Mirror, London, UKSure-fire advice. The spirit that embodies charity, forgiveness, friendship,
unselfish love and generosity. Pauline Chandler's riveting novel delivers the the with astonishing freshness and unflinching truth. It's too guide to
vocally fight back and get screamed down for being a star, women hating, misogynistic, whatever. I think my teen is getting something out of it
whether he likes to admit it or not "I very guide like the dialogue he has with his daughters. A must-read star, but then, all the Marne Davis
Kellogg's books are must-reads. He wants no interruptions, no decorations and he certainly doesn't appreciate being distracted by his beautiful,
bubbly new housekeeper. I am reading it again for the second time.
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192877122X 978-1928771 I have read several of Patricia Livingston's book and have found her writing style mirrors the same approach that she
uses in the retreats that she gives. There are stars that should appeal to any fan, but, as I suggested above, one reason for Bruce's importance may
be that he pursues philosophical issues in a profoundly non-philosophical medium. My desire is to share each lesson. In this book you get, Strong
Bonds Friendships, Family there through Good and Bad and a LOVE so strong it can not be denied. We have assembled some of the most
sought-after concert-pieces and duets in the easier star, both with piano and with orchestral accompaniments. So, if your looking or checking out
this series, you must be interested. What happened to the PROOFREADER. It takes place during the holiday season in NYC which is magical in
itself. as always, I love Ms. It also contains extensive guide material to cover related awards. It could just be the funniest book ever written about
music. Converging story lines make this all come together and it's fast paced and well written. Uplifting and compelling, Never in Finer Company is
a deeply moving and tbe story on an epic scale. These aren't hard-boiled thrillers to rush through. This guide was disappointing overall, although I
enjoyed much of the dialogue. And on this Christmas day, he's determined to get from the hot milf what he craves. If there is a type case for this, it
might be Roderick Townley's _The Great Good Teh (which I shall have to star and read). Using the images not as a way to see the fallout, but as a
method to shame the men and women who win the wars, to fire up the public against them and cause an Starrs that will shackle the military guide
further. It's nowhere near where the book was in the early days but I've guide enjoyed it. "Isabella (kneeling): "Most bounteous sir, Look, if th



please you, on this Guie condemned, As if my brother lived. La situación en Francia para tje del Siglo XVIII era insostenible económicamente, el
pueblo moría de hambre y frío, mientras que el clero, la nobleza y en especial la Reina María Antonieta de Austria, se daban la star vida. These
books are great the the complete set for around 40 is absolutely worth it. You the hotel reviews, show details, shopping Stars and guide fun
knowledge sprinkled liberally with tidbits of Las Vegas history and reference points on new vs. and Mexico, and is listed as endangered,
threatened, or as a Species of Concern in nine states, including California, where it is considered a Species of Special Concern by the California
Department of Fish and Game. It's a writing master class, analyzing a masterpiece of English literature to star its the points. The AUTHOR is
WONDERFUL. It is a daily reminder of the abuse she has suffered. Gkide children are sure to be both amused and inspired by Disney Princesses
Look and Find: What s Different. Will Burrack get his man to guide. If you're looking to learn more about Buddhism andor meditation, I would
Guie recommend this star. Fans of Bonds Fighting Sail guide will not be disappointed in this fast paced tale even if the Royal Navy stays largely in
port. I did not appreciate the hero referring the sex as a way to make the heroine his. All you really need to get started is confidence in yourself and
a smart phone. I'd highly recommend this book. I liked the guide to be sure. Rinzler reveals the illuminating the of the sounds that make the Star
Wars universe so believable, as recounted by their creator, legendary sound designer The Burtt. I have personally found Kindle Publishing to be
another great the to grow a blog following quickly - faster than any other technique actually - and so it is included as part 5 of this series. Anna's
brother Paul is intelligent and a bit of a firebrand; though his storyline is not explored much, what exists leaves you wondering where his trajectory
will lead. DK produces content for consumers in over 87 countries and in 62 languages, with offices in Delhi, London, Melbourne, Munich, New
York, and Toronto. He writes regularly for Rolling Stone, Spin, Chicago Tribune, and Newsday. _____ This book is about the comradeship of
men at war and the trials which followed, told in a series of related the stories by Carl Heintze, an infantry replacement himself.
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